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INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a p-field and let G, be the Galois group of the algebraic closure p/F. 
Then the conjecture of Jacquet-Langlands (see, e.g., [S]) may be informally 
described as predicting a one-to-one correspondence between the set of equiv- 
alence classes of n-dimensional complex representations of G, and the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible admissible complex representations of G&(F); 
this correspondence having the further property of mapping irreducible repre- 
sentations of G, to supercuspidal representations of G&(F). 
A large class of irreducible representations (in fact, all of them if p 7 n) of GF 
may be obtained by induction from one-dimensional representations. If we 
denote this class by .&‘, then we obtain a map @r from a certain subset clFM of 
the set of quasi-characters on n-dimensional extensions of F onto 4; the map 
@r being given by p + p --f T where p is the one-dimensional representation of 
GE (E being the field on which p is defined) which corresponds to p by class field 
theory and T is the representation of T induced by M, ApM being, by definition, 
the set of quasi-characters pwhose associated p induce irreducibly. It is important 
to note that ‘;P, is not 1 - 1 and that it may happen that @r(pl) = ‘ip&) even if 
pi and pa are quasi-characters or different extensions of F. 
Now if n = 2, there is a map @a defined on AFM which sends p to the Weil 
representation r(p) (see of [5, Sect. 41) and has the property that @&) = Q1(pz) 
if and only if @a&) = @a(pa). 
Thus the maps @r and @a induce a bijection between the set Jti! and the set ?V 
of Weil representations of GI,(F) and this bijection turns out (see [5, Sect. 121) 
to be the “right” one to satisfy the precise form of the Jacquet-Langlands 
conjectures. 
For n > 2, there is no known analog to the Weil representation but there is, 
for arbitrary 1z, another method of pairing quasi-characters of extensions of F 
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with supercuspidal representations of GZ,(F) based on embedding these exten- 
sions in GZ,(F) [2,4] and we have recently been able to construct all super- 
cuspidal representations of GZ,(F) using this method [7]. 
The difficulty with the above pairing is that it is not 1 - 1 in either direction 
and its “functorial” relation to @s , if there is one, is obscure. Thus, before 
attempting to verify the Jacquet-Langlands conjectures even for 1z = 2 it has 
been necessary [8] to determine which representations of G&(F) constructed as 
in [7] correspond with the representations @r(p) of G, and hence with the Weil 
representations @s(p) of GZ,(F) in order to have some hope of pairing the non- 
induced representations of GF with representations of GZ,(F). In making this 
determination, we have been led to pick a subset flFs of flFM on which Q1 is a 
bijection and such that the pairing described above associates precisely one 
representation of GZ,(F) with each quasi-character p in /lFs. We have in fact been 
able to determine such a set whenever n is a prime number and this paper is 
devoted to its description. 
1 
In what follows, all groups considered will be profinite and all representations 
complex, continuous and finite dimensional. If G is such a group, if H is a 
subgroup of G, and if T and S are representations of G and H respectively then 
we denote by SG the representation induced by S on G, by TX the restriction of 
T to H, by I,(S, T) the space of operators which intertwine S with TH , and by 
&(S, T) the dimension of I&S’, T). W e recall that T is called imprimitive if 
T = SG for some representation S of some proper subgroup H of G and that T 
is called primitive otherwise. If T is imprimitive then T is either simply or 
muZtipZy imprimitive depending on whether or not the inducing subgroup H 
is unique up to conjugacy. Finally, we shall call T (simply or multiply) normally 
imprimitive if T can be induced from (precisely one or more than one) proper 
normal subgroups of G. 
We fix once and for all a p-field F and, in the absence of other explanation, 
utilize the notion found in Serre [l 11. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a representation of the Galois group G, of F. 
Then by the Artin exponent of T we will mean the exponent, f(T), of the Artin 
conductor of T (see [l 1, Sect. 6.21) and by the strict Artin exponent, f,(T) we 
will mean the number inf,{f (T @ p)} where p runs through all one-dimensional 
representations of G. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If E/F is totally ramified and separable of prime degree Z 
then we set d(E/F) = d(E/F)/(Z - 1) where d(E/F) is the differential exponent of 
E/F. If T is an irreducible imprimitive representation of GF of degree 2 which can 
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be induced (up to equivalence) from a (necessarily) one-dimensional representa- 
tion of GE then we shall call E/F an inducing extension for T and we set d(T) = 
inf{d(E/F)} where E/F runs through all such inducing extensions. 
We may now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let T be as in Defkition 1.2 and let F, be the unique unramifed 
extension of F of degree 1. Then 
1. W) < (f&“) + l>/(l+ 1). 
2. If E/F is an inducing extension for T and d(E/F) > d(T) > 0 then 
;E(-W) > (fsV) + l>iP + 1). 
3. FJF is an inducing extension for T ;f and only if 11 fs( T). 
4. There is a unique inducing extension E/F for T with d(E/F) = d(T) if 
either of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(i) d(T) < (fJ T) + l)/(Z + 1) (in particular if 1 # p) 
(ii) I = p = 2 and vF(p) = 1. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 will rest on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose T is multiply normally imprimitive. Then there exists an 
extension K/F which is Galois of type (1,E) such that the inducing extensions for T are 
precisely the proper intermediate extensions of K[F. 
Proof. Let EJF, i = 1,2 be any two distinct Galois inducing extensions of T 
and set K = EIEz so that K/F is Galois of type (I, 1). Let tag , i = 1,2 be one- 
dimensional representations of GE. which induce T. Then by Mackey’s Theorem 
[lo], pr and pLz have a common restriction, TV, on GE n GE = GK . 
It follows that T(G,) lies in the center of T(G,)‘and s&e the index of the 
center of T(G,) in T(G,) is at least Z2 (if it were 1, then T(G,) would be abelian), 
we conclude that GK is the total inverse image under T of the center of T(G,). 
Thus if E/F is an inducing extension of T then GK C GE so E/F is intermediate to 
K[F. Conversely, if E/F is intermediate to K/F then GEIGK is cyclic and GE fixes 
CL under conjugation so that p can be extended to a one-dimensional representa- 
tion pE of GE and again by Mackey’s Theorem t@ is equivalent to T. 
We call the extension K/F which satisfies the above conditions the central 
extension of T. 
Let E/F be an extension of degree 1, let p be a one-dimensional representation 
of GE and let p = p(p) be the quasi-character of Ex associated to p by classfield 
theory. Define the F-exponent, fF(p), to be the minimum of the Artin exponents 
f (p @ vGE) where v ranges through all one-dimensional representations of F. 
Then if V,,, is the kernel of the norm map iVEIF and if (see [ll, Sect. 5.71) we 
set VEIF = V EIF n UEn, it is an exercise in classfield theory to check that f&) is 
the animal integer n for which VEIF C ker p(p). 
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LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that E/F is a Galois inducing extension of T with 
GEIF = (o), let p be a one-dimensional representation of GE which induces T and 
let K/F be a Galois extension of degree l2 which contains E/F. Then T is multiply 
normally imprimitive with central extension K if and only a. (NKIEKX)l-” = 
ker P(P) n VWF . 
Proof. We first show that T is multiply normally imprimitive with central 
extension K if and only if GF fixes Tao, under conjugation. In fact, if GF fixes pc, 
under conjugation then T(G,) is the center of T(G,) and since T(G,) is not 
abelian, GF/GK cannot be cyclic. It follows that there is a proper normal subgroup 
H of G, which properly contains GK and is distinct from GE . Arguing as in 
Lemma 1.4 we see that T can be induced from H and hence that T is multiply 
normally imprimitive. Conversely, if T is multiply normally imprimitive 
with central extension K it follows from Lemma 1.4 that GE. fixes pcGlc under 
conjugation. 
Now let 6 be any inverse image of (T in GKIF . Then since p(po ) = p(p) 0 NKIE , 
it follows that GF fixes Tao, under conjugation if and only if >oK = pc, if and 
only if (KX)l” C ker p(p) n V,,, . But [V,,,: (NKIeKX)l-u] < 1 and ker p(p) 
does not contain V,,, since ~1 is not fixed under conjugation by u. Thus 
WKIEKxYo C ker P(P) n VEfF if and only if (NKIEKx)l-” = ker p(p) n VEIF . 
LEMMA 1.6. With E/F as above, if E/F is ramified, then (FxLJ~~)~-~ = 
vn+d(E/Fbl 
EIF ) n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Proof. Set ;I = d(E/F). If 1 # p then E/F is tamely ratified, a = 1, and 
E = F(n,) with 1~s~ in F. For any element u in U, and any integer I > 0 with 
1~ Y we have (1 + u~-$)l-~ - 1 = (u - ~057) ~~~(1 + u~a~)-~ where 5 is a 
primitive Zth root of unity. Now u - ZP[~ E ~(1 - 5’) $0 (mod PE) and so 
(1 + u@)-~ lies in V&F - V$ . If 1 = p then with u and r as above, 
(1 + u7Tar)1-U - I = [(u - u”) Tra’ + uU(7rH - (?raa)r](l + z&Qr)-” 
E zP@(~~ - rc) c (&Y)i (1 + unEr)-“(mod Ps+“). 
[:I I 
Since C~~~(~‘,-“)i = Y E$ 0 (mod PE) and since uE(nE - x$) = a we have again 
that (1 + UT,~)~-~ lies in VL7f-l - V,$! . Our lemma now follows immediately 
if we note that FX = ker( 1 - u) and that Fx CJEr = FX UL+’ in case 11 T. (We have 
in fact shown that 1 - 0 induces an isomorphism of UEP/ Uz+-’ with V$‘/ V$ 
if 1 r r and that Vsael = V$’ if Y > 1.) 
COROLLARY 1.7. fF(p) > d(E/F). f&) = d(E/F) (mod 1) if and only if 
fF(~) = a(E/F) ;f and only ifFJF is an inducing extension for T. 
Proof. Since ~~(7+ - 1) = vE(,+ - mEq - 1 = d(E/F) - 1 it follows that 
v,,, c ,‘y-/F)-1 
E so that pa = p if fF(p) < d(E/F) - 1. Since p induces irre- 
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ducibly to G, , we must have f&) 3 d(E/F). If fF(p) = d(E/F) + Ir then 
VdtEIF)+lr is the largest subgroup of the form VflF contained in ker p(p) and we EIF 
must have r = 0 by our comment following Lemma 1.6. Let K = EF, . Then 
N,,,(K*) = (mEz) U, = Fx U, and (NK,EKx)l-u = V$r). Thus by Lemma I .5 
FJF is an inducing extension if and only iff+) = d(E/F). 
COROLLARY 1.8. Suppose T is multiply normally imprimitive with totally 
ramified central extension K/F; let E,/F be an intermediate xtension of K/F for 
which d(K/EI) . zs a maximum; let EJF be any other intermediate xtension; and 
let pi , i = I,2 be one-dimensional representations of GE. which induce T. Then 
1. fF(d 2 244/F) - 1 
f&t) < 2dWF) - 1 
%W> G 44/F)- 
2. Equality occurs in any of the above expressions if and only if it occurs in all 
of them. 
Proof. Let GKIE, = (oi), i = 1,2 so that GKiF = (ui , us). Then in the 
notation of [ll, Sect. 4.11 we have iKIF(ul) = ;E(K/EJ > &/F(o) for any o in 
G KIF and it follows easily from the fact that i du.T) > Inf(iKjF(0), i&T)) that 
iKIF(oIi) = iK/F(oI), j * 0 (mod 1) while iKIF(o,ioz”) = iK,r($), h + 0 (mod I). 
By Proposition 3 of [II, Sect. 4.11 we have 
while d(E,/F) = [d(K/E,) + (I - 1) d(K/E,)]/l. It follows that d(E,/F) < 
d(EJF) with equality if and only if d(K/E,) = d(K/E,). Now by Lemmas 1.5 
and 1.6 it follows that d(K/Ei) = f&J - d(EJF) + 1, i = 1, 2. Thusf&) = 
d(K/EI) + ;I(E,/F) - 1 = &K/El) + d(K/E,) - 1 3 2il(K/‘E,) - 1 = 2d(EIF,) - I 
while fF(p2) < 2d(EIF,) - 1 and, again, it is clear that equality occurs precisely 
when d(E,/F) = d(E;,/F). 
LEMMA 1.9. 1. There exists a Galois extension, F’IF, of degree prime to 1 which 
is tamely rami$ed ;f 1 = p and unramiJied if 1 # p with the property that EF’IF 
is Galois for all separable xtensions E/F of degree 1. 
2. Let T’ = Tof.. Then T’ is irreducible, and E/F is an inducing extension 
for T zf and only rf EF’IF’ is an inducing extension for T’. 
Proof. 1. If 1 # p then we may take F’ to be the splitting field of x1 - 1 over 
F as is well-known (see, e.g., Proposition 12 of [9, Sect. 2.51). Now let E/F be any 
ramified separable extension of degree p and let E’ be a minimal splitting field 
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for E. Then [E’ : F] / p! and so p2 f [E’ : F]. It follows that if E&/F is the maxima 
tamely ramified intermediate extension to E’/F then [E’ : Eir] = p. Nov 
G E’IE acts by conjugation on GE#IE;, and we get a map from GE,,E intc 
Aut(G,,,,$ which is cyclic of order p - 1. Since E’ is a minimal splitting field 
one sees that this map is faithful and thus that EiJF is cyclic and tamely ramifiec 
of degree dividing p - 1. It follows that if F’ is taken to be the unique abeliac 
extension of F with Galois group 2,-i @ 2,-i then F’ satisfies the conditions oj 
part 1 above. 
2. Suppose E/F is separable of degree 1 and TV is a one-dimensional repre- 
sentation of GE which induces T. Set E’ = EF’ and pf = pc,, . T’ is irreducible 
since 17 [G, : Gr,]. By Frobenius reciprocity, i( T’, P’~“‘) > 0. Counting 
dimensions we see that ptGF’ = T’. 
Now suppose that p’ is a one-dimensional representation of GE, which induces 
T’ and let H be the normalizer of p’ in GF . Then by Clifford Theory [4], His an 
inducing subgroup for T and so [G F : H] = p (H # GF since CL’ induces 
irreducibly to GF .) It follows that both H/G,* and GE/GE, are p’-Hall subgroups 
of GF/GE, and therefore that GE and H are conjugate [3]. Thus E/F is an 
inducing extension for T. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let EJF, i = 1, 2 be any extensions with E1 n E, = F and 
[E2 : F] prime to p. Let K = E,Ez . Then VIIF = VgIEIViIE for n = 1,2 ,.,. . 
If, in addition, EJF is totally rami$ed and F contains no noktrivial [E, : F]th 
root of unity then V,,, = V,,,IV,,, . 2 
Proof. Let x lie in Vzip and set r = [E, : F]. Then if K/E2 is totally ramified 
or if K/E, is arbitrary and n > I, NKIE zx is an rth power modulo PE, and since 
p { r, there exists, by Hensel’s Lemma, an element y in E, with NKIE2x = y’. 
Since NKIE x lies in 7JKn, y lies in lJKn so that if we set z = x/y, then NKIE,z = 1 
and z lies & V$, . Since y lies in E, , NKiEly = NEzIFy and so (NKIE,y)r = 
NE,IF(yr) = NKIFx = 1. If n 3 1 or if n = 0 and F contains no non-trivial rth 
roots of unity, it follows that NK,cl y = 1. Thus y lies in V& and x lies in 
1 
‘i&E1 ‘;,Ez * The opposite containment is obvious. 
COROLLARY 1 .l 1. Let p be a one-dimensional representation of GE with 
f&) > 0. For any real number x, let Q(x) = e(F’/F)(x - 1) + 1. Then fF,(p ICE,) = 
@(f&)) and @ maps the interoal [d(E/F), 2J(E/F) - I] onto the interval 
[d(E’/F’), 2H(E’/F’) - 11. 
Proof. It follows from our remark preceding Lemma 1.5 that f& IGE,) is 
the minimal integer n for which NE,,EV&,Fs C V$?‘. Since E’IE is tamely 
ramified Galois and is unramified if I # p, it follows from Corollary 3 of 
Section 5.7 of [11] that NE,,EUz!f~u‘)) = I!@(“) while NE.,EUE!f~(W))-l = Up(“)-’ 
(one should check that if E = p and if f&) > 0 then f& ICE,) > 0 so that 
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fF+ ICE,) b 2 whence f&) 3 2). That fF(p 10~~) = @(OF) now follows in 
all cases from Lemma 1.10. 
Since E’IE and F’IF are both tamely ramified, and are both unramified if 1# p, 
the transitivity of the different yields e(F’/F)(Z - 1) a(E/F) + e(F’F) - 1 = 
(I - 1) d(E’/F’) + Z(e(F’/F) - 1) so that @(d(E/F)) = ;E(E’/F’) and 
@(2;E(E/F) - 1) = 2;E(E’/F’) - 1. 
LEMMA 1.12. The conclusion to Corollary 1.7 remains valid when E/F is any 
rami$ed inducing extension for T. If, in addition, 1 # p, then T is multiply 
imprimitive if and only if f&) = 1. 
Proof. Let F’, E’ be as in Lemma 1.10. Then f& lo,,) > d(E’/F’) by 
Corollary 1.7 and Lemma 1.9.2 so that f&) >, d(E/F) by Corollary 1.11. Since 
d(E’/F’) = @@(E/F)) is a rational integer and 1 T e(F’/F), the congruence in 
Corollary 1.7 is meaningful and we have f&L) = d(E/F) (mod 1) if and only if 
f& I(;,,) = @(f&)) = @@(E/F)) = d(E’/F’) (mod Z) if and only if f& Ioe,) = 
d(E’/F’) if and only if f&) = d(E/F). N ow by Lemma 1.9 FJF is an inducing 
extension for T if and only if F’Fz = F; is an inducing extension for TGF if and 
only if f& I+,) = d(E’/F’) if and only if f+) = d(E/F). 
Finally, if 1 # p then d(E’/F’) = d(E/F) = 1 and if f&) = 1 the&, is an in- 
ducing extension for T so that T is multiply imprimitive. Conversely, suppose that 
T is multiply imprimitive and that El and E, are non-conjugate inducing exten- 
sions. If either El or E, isF, , thenf&) = 1 an d we are done. If not, let Ei = EiF’ 
where F’ is the splitting field of x1 - 1 over F. If E; = Ei then GE,,E and 
G* E IE, are Z/-Hall subgroups of GEsIF and hence El and E, are conjugath. ‘Thus 
E; $ E; and EiE$F’ is tamely ramified of type (1, I). Since all totally and tamely 
ramified Galois extensions are cyclic, F;/F’ must be intermediate to E;Fi/F’ and 
hence F; must be an inducing extension for TGF, . It follows that F, is an inducing 
extension for T and again fF(p) = 1. 
LEMMA I .13. If F,/F is not an inducing extension for T then there exists an 
inducing extension E/F for T and a one-dimensional representation p of GE which 
induces T with f&) > 2d(E/F) - 1. If f&) > 2d(E/F) - 1 then E/F is unique 
with the above property. 
Proof. Suppose that FJF is not an inducing extension and that Ez/F is an 
inducing extension with pLz a one-dimensional representation of GE which 
induces T. Suppose further that f&) < 2;E(E#) - 1 so that in patticular, 
I = p and f&) > Z(E.JF). Let F’ be as in Lemma 1.9, set Ei = EiF’ and let 
P2 = P(P2 lc,,). 
We first show that the restriction of pz to VEiIF, has order p; it will be enough 
to show that (U$!~E~IF”-l)B C UitE;lF”-‘. B y the binomial theorem this will 
follow if we can show that I+;(P) > &l?%Y - 1. Rut = then 
TrE2,F,(mEE;) - pVE; = c,“z,’ (7~;? - ,‘$‘I ) and so z+(p) + 1 3 d&/F’). 
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Let N be the total inverse image under 1 - (T of ker pz n VEiEzip, in Ei and let 
K be, the extension of Ei-corresponding to N. Then [K : F’] = pa and VEb, F C 
U$piF’-l C N since Vi,f,($‘F’-2 C ker p2 . It follows that NKIFrKX has index pa 
in (F’)X and so K/F’ is Galois whence K is the central extension for T’ by Lemma 
I .5. Let E/F’ be the intermediate field of K/F’ with minimal exponent d(E’/F’). 
Then by Lemma 1.8 E’IF’ is the unique intermediate extension of K/F’ with 
exponent IE(E’/F’) and ‘f I CL’ is a one-dimensional representation of GE, which 
induces T’ then fF(p’) > 2d(F’/F’) - 1. 
We are going to show that K/F is Galois. Suppose this is done. Then it follows 
from the uniqueness of (t(E’/F’) that E’/F is Galois. Since GE,,‘r, has order p 
and is normal of p/-index in G,,,, it follows that there is an extension E/F with 
EF’ = E’, E r\ F’ = F. By Lemma I .9.2, E/F is an inducing extension for T and 
if p is a one-dimensiona representation of GE which induces T, then taking 
p’ 1 (p)cE, we see thatf,(p) > 2d(E/F) - 1 by Corollary 1 .ll. 
To see that K/F is normal, it will suffice to show that NT = S for all 7 in 
G E;iF and since K/F’ is Galois, we may take 7 in G,I,E . Let x be in IV. Then 
(x7)lpU lies in V,, ,F’ . Since GE, ,F’ is normal in GE,,F2, 7-b = d for some 
integer j and so (kT)lpO = ( x-~~~~. Since N is stable under cr, we have &Oi = 
(x~-o~.....o~-l)l-o ,h’ u ich lies in ker p2 and since pi is the restriction of p2 to Ei , 
pzT = p2 and so (x’)~-~ = x(~-~‘)~ lies in ker p2 . Thus ,x7 lies in JY and we have 
shown that K/F is Galois. 
The uniqueness of the extension E/F if fF(p) > 2d(E/F) - 1 follows by an 
argument similar to the above from Lemma 1.9 and Corollaries 1.8 and I.1 I - 
COROLLARY 1.14. An extension E/F satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 .13 
if and only if d(E/F) = d(T). 
Proof. Reduce to the Galois case and apply Corollary 1.8. 
LEMMA 1.15. Let E/F be an inducing extension for T and let p be a one- 
dimension representation of GE which induces T. Then 
f,(T) = (I - 1) WW) + f (E/F) ’ fF(d* 
Proof. This follows from the Corollary to Proposition 4 of [l 1, Sect. 6.21 
together with the observation that if v is a one-dimensional representation of G, 
then (vGE @ P)~’ = v @ T up to isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first prove 1.3.1. If Fz is an inducing extension for 
T then fs( T) = I . fF(p) where p induces T from GF, and thus I ] fs( T). Suppose, 
now, that 11 fs( T) and that T is induced from a one-dimensional representation CL. 
of GE where E/F is ramified. Then fs(T) = (I - 1) d(E/F) + fF(p) and fF(p) - 
d(E/F) (mod I). Thus F,/F is an inducing extension of T by Lemma 1.12. 
Next, we note that Theorem 1.3 is valid in its entirety if Z # p. In fact, in this 
case, d(T) = 0, 1. If d(T) = 0, Theorem 1.3 holds trivially. If J(T) = I, then 
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1.3.1 holds trivially, the premise of 1.3.2 is vacuous and 1.3.4 holds since if T is 
multiply transitive then a(T) = 0 by Lemma .12. 
We may now assume that p = 1 and that p r fs( T). Let E/F be an inducing 
extension with d(E/F) = d(T) and let T b e induced from the one-dimensional 
representation p on GE . Then by Corollary 1.14, fs( T) 3 (I - 1) d(E/F) + 
Zd(E/F) - 1 so that d(T) = d(E/F) < (fs(T) + l)/(l+ 1) proving 1.3.1. If, on 
the other hand, E/F is an inducing extension with d(E/F) > a(T) and T is induced 
from p on GE then f,(T) < (1 - 1) d(E/F) + 2d(E/F) - 1 by Corollary 1.14 
which proves 1.3.2. 
1.3.4(i) follows from Lemma 1.13. As for I .3.4(ii), we first prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA I .16. Let T be multiply normally &primitive with central extension K 
Then the following are equivalent. 
1. d(T) = (f,(T) + l)i(l+ 1). 
2. For each intermediate extension E/F of K/F and for any one-dimensional 
representation t+ on GE which induces T we have d(K/E) = d(E/F) = d(T), and 
fdcc) = 2V3 - 1. 
3. (~li,,rKX n U, ‘(T)-l)/u~T’ has index 12 in u~T)~l/u~(T). 
Proof. Corollary 1.8. 
DEFINITION 1.17. A representation T which satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 1 .I 6 will be called homogeneously imprimitive. 
Now if 1 = p = 2 then all inducing subgroups are normal and if ~~(2) = 1 
then condition 3 of Lemma 1 .I 6 cannot occur. Thus in this case, there are no 
homogeneously imprimitive representations and we see that 1.3.4(ii) holds. 
As an application to Theorem 1.3 we give an analog to some results concerning 
Weil representations of SZ, which are due to Sally and Shalika [13] if p # 2 and 
to Casselman [I] ifp = 2. Let E/F b e a separable extension and let p be a quasi- 
character of EX. By analogy with the definition off&), define the F-exponent, 
fF(p), of p to be the minimal n such that V$ C ker p. If E = F, , let flEs be the 
set of all quasi-characters of Ex of positive F-exponent; if E/F is quadratic 
ramified, let AEs be the set of all quasi-characters p of EX with f&) >, 
2d(E/F) - 1; and let AEs be the set of p in (1$ withf,(p) 3 2d(E/F). 
COROLLARY 1.18. Every Weil representation on GE,(F) is equivalent to a Weil 
representation parametrized by a quasicharacter p contained in some AEs and if 
p # 2 then p may be taken in A$, or in some &s. If pi is in A& , i = 1,2, and 
pi parametrize equivalent Weil representations then E1 = E, and p1 = pza for (J 
in GElIF . If p1 is in Ai, - Ai’, and if pz is in Ai then p1 and pz parametrize 
equivalent Weil representations if and only if “r(2)‘> 1, pa lies in Ai, - ?fi , 
WW> = J(E,lF> and p1 0 NE,,, 1~~ = p2 0 NE,E,IE . 2 
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Proof. Everything follows from Theorem 1.3 and the reciprocity laws 
[5, Sect. 121 of Jacquet and Langlands. 
We conclude this section by noting that if 1 = 2 then the method of [7] 
associates precisely one supercuspidal representation F(p, n, a) to each quasi- 
character p of AES, E/F quadratic and separable (n, 01 are determined by p if 
f&) 2 24E/F) - I!) and th ere f ore that it is the set of representations F(p, n, a) 
for quasi-characters p of EX with fF(p) < 2i’(E/F) - 1 to which we may expect 
the primitive two-dimensional representations of G, to correspond by Jacquet- 
Langland theory. 
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